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A Short Synopsis

   Rather than go into a very long dissertation, I decided to keep it short so all will read it
completely. We researchers get into the real meat and to tell all, we have to shorten our
articles quite a bit. They are not really long but leave a lot of meat out, so to speak. This will
be very short indeed.

   After reading anything on ATG Press by The Informer or James Montgomery, except D.
Tom being short on all his writings, this summary is what can be culminated from their
works. Read the 25 answers by James Montgomery and if educated enough and your core
beliefs are in question, then you will see when the fraud started. If your core beliefs,
instilled by years of indoctrination by the educational system designed to further the Fraud,
and by patriots taken in by the fraud but with good intentions, but their foundations are
wrong, you will not see it. The Lord Almighty didn't mince words when He said that, all
those that have eyes will not see.

  The entire Governments of the States and that of the United States was completely set up
under FRAUD. Make no mistake about what I am saying. You will not like the truth, but
you are living it every day. All your life you have lived under this fraud. All the laws made
are a Fraud. All Departments of so called Government operate under this Fraud. Congress
and the State Legislators are operating this fraud to the hilt everyday. There is nothing you
do that is not steeped in fraud. In fact you yourselves keep the Fraud on going, to the
delight of the governments, when you blindly revere their constitutions, which I call the
Biggest Con Job of all time. You believe there is a Republic when there is none. Some
believe we have a democracy when we have none. You use their Courts when the Lord
Almighty admonished His followers (Christians) not to use them. You call yourselves
Citizens of these RICO Organizations and yet you want to be free, but under the Fraud you
can't get free. You wonder why you lose in their courts, thinking they are Your courts. You
use their fraudulent laws and their con jobs that in reality do not apply to you at all.
Everything is based on FRAUD, Period. Do I have a way out, you ask? Yes, but again you
won't like what I have to say, so I remain quiet, EXCEPT to say , Read Hamilton's
Federalist Paper #28.

So there you have my short story, which is one paragraph longer than I started out with.

The Informer
3-26-2007
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